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The Jovian Magnetopause Boundary Layer

There are plasma boundary layers at the magnetopause of Jupiter and the Earth (Eastman et al.,
1979; Sonnerup et al., 1981; Scudder et al., 1981). It can be assumed that there is a boundary
layer at Saturn’s magnetopause as well. What are these boundary layers and how are they
formed? Under what solar wind conditions? Figure 1 shows an example of the Earth’s low
latitude boundary layer using AMPTEKHEM ion data (Gary and Eastman, 1979). Ions of solar
wind origin (Heff, CNO) are found to have decreasing fluxes from the magnetosheath radially
inward. Energetic singly ionized Oxygen and Heliumions (whose origins must ultimately be the
ionosphere), have decreasing fluxes from the magnetosphere proper radially outward. Clearly,
the magnetopause bounding layer must be a region where cross-field diffusion of plasma is
occurring. Particles are diffusing from this layer in both directions.
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The plasma boundary layers at Earth and Jupiter have ELFNLF magnetic and electric waves
present. These waves appear to be broadbanded when the data is viewed in spectrum channel
format or as power spectra (Gurnett et al., 1979; Tsurutani et al., 1981; 1989; 1997; Rezeau et
al.,1989,LaBelle and Treumann, 1988; Belmontet al., 1995). Gurnettetal.(1979)
and
Tsurutani et al. (1997) interpreted the magnetic waves as broadband whistler mode waves with a
f2.6

power law spectrum. Because the wave magneticto electric amplitude ratio (BJE,) did not

fit parallel propagating whistlers well, and there wereelectric signals at frequencies above f,,, the

above authors speculated that there must beadditional electrostatic wave power present as well.
Tsurutani et al. (1997) have determined the electric and magnetic wave spectrum at Jupiter and
found that the magnetic waves similarly have a “broadband” spectral range with a superposition
of broadband electric waves. Because plasma wave magnetic spectral shape at Jupiter (f2.4) is
close to that at Earth, it is surmised that the generation mechanisms are most likely the same at
the twoplanets.
Tsurutani and Thorne (1982) showed that through resonant wave-particle interactions between
the waves and magnetosheath ions, the particles could diffuse at a -0.1 D, rate across the
magnetic fields, forming the boundary layer for the Earth’s case. D, is the Bohm diffusion rate.
The intensity of the waves at Jupiter were shown to be sufficient to diffuse the magnetosheath
plasma across closed magnetic field lines to create the Jovian magnetopause boundary layer as
well.
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Why are these waves apparently “broadbanded”, what are their sources of generation, and are
they responsible for any coupling between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere? First, the
waves are not really “broadbanded”. Using very high time resolution data from the Earthorbiting POLAR spacecraft, Tsurutani et al. (1998) have shown that the magnetic waves are
indeedpropagatingintheelectromagneticwhistlermode.However,thewavesare
not
continuously present, but occur in millisecond packet bursts (Figure 2). There are presumably
bursts at a variety of frequencies, leading to the “broadband magnetic spectra” when averaged
over minutes. The superposed electric spectra is also not a “broadband” signal. This spectra is
caused by electrostatic bipolar pulses (Franz et al., 1998; Tsurutani et al., 1998) similar to those
detected at the ionospheric altitudes by instruments onboard the Freja (Miilkki et al., 1993) and
FAST (Mozer et al., 1997; Ergun et al., 1998) satellites. High-time resolution data are available
from the Galileo plasma wave detector for the Jovian case, but the nature of these plasma waves
have not been reported yet.
The exact mechanisms for wave generation in the Earth’s magnetopause boundary layer has not
been identified. From resonance condition arguments, it has been speculated that the high
frequency portion (3-5 kHz) of the electromagnetic whistler mode waves are locally generated
by E,,< 1 keV field-aligned beams of electrons. Low-frequency (-300 Hz) whistler mode waves
may be first generated (by ions) as ion cyclotron waves near the ionosphere, with subsequent
mode conversion to the whistler mode. The electric waves may first be generated as lower
hybrid waves with field-aligned currents as a source of free energy (Lakhina and Tsurutani,
1999), with eventual evolution to bipolar pulses. Most workers in the field (Omura et al., 1996;
Goldman et al., 1999), have explained the bipolar pulses as electron holes propagating along the
ambient magnetic field lines.
Thereis a pitchanglescattering
of particles and theconcomitantloss to theterrestrial
ionosphere, as noted by Tsurutaniet al. (1981). If the electronenergyisextrapolatedto

-1 0 0 eV, the loss rate will be -1 erg cm-*s“,sufficient to form the dayside aurora. However, the

loss rate of Jovian boundary layer plasma is several orders of magnitude too low to account for
the Jovian h g h latitude aurora. Other processes such as ionospheric double layers may be the
operative acceleration process. These double layers are speculated to be related to electrostatic
bipolar pulses (electron holes), but the exact nature is unknown.
The Cassinimission to Saturnwilladdress
manyof the aboveissues.DoesSaturn’s
magnetopause have a boundary layer and how is it maintained? What is the nature of ELFNLF
plasma waves in this region of space and what roles do they play? Are there electromagnetic ion
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cyclotron waves or whistler mode waves responsible for cross-field ion diffusion, leading to the
formation of the boundary layer? Do the electromagnetic whistler mode waves cause significant
electron pitch angle diffusion such that the polar aurora can be explained? Are there bipolar
electric pulses or double-layers that are responsible direct particle acceleration and discrete
auroral arcs? These are some of the pertinent Saturnian boundary layer questions.
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